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Arizona Election Dates
PRIMARIES
TUESDAY

Early Ballots Mailed ............................. 8/1

Aug. 28

Last Day to Mail Back Ballot ............... 8/22
Polls Close .............................. 7 p.m., 8/28

GENERAL
TUESDAY

Registration ........................................ 10/8

Nov. 6

Early Ballots Mailed .......................... 10/10
Last Day to Mail Back Ballot .............. 10/31
Polls Close .............................. 7 p.m., 11/6

VOTING HOTLINE
On Election Day, the Arizona Center for Disability Law (ACDL) staffs a
hotline to address election concerns for individuals with disabilities related to:
 The right to vote independently
 Accessibility
 Voting machines
(602) 274-6287 or 1-800-927-2260, 6 am to 7 pm
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REV UP Arizona!
REV UP stands for Register! Educate! Vote! Use your Power! This is a national,
nonpartisan initiative involving national, state, and local disability organizations. The
goal is to increase the political power of the disability community while also
engaging candidates and the media on disability issues. The REV UP campaign
focuses on voter registration, education, access, and engagement.
In Arizona, disability organizations collaborated to develop federal and state
candidate surveys to help:

 Inform our community about each candidate’s positions on disability-related
issues and policy

 Educate candidates about issues that impact people with disabilities in Arizona

STATE Candidate Report
This STATE report comprises the results of a survey sent to candidates for
Governor, Secretary of State, Attorney General, Treasurer, Superintendent of
Education, Mine Inspector, Corporation Commissioner, State Senator, and State
Representative.
Organizations sponsoring this survey and report do not endorse or oppose any of
the candidates. The purpose of this guide is to educate voters about candidates’
positions on issues important to people with disabilities.
A total of 234* candidates seeking state office received an email invitation to
complete the online disability issues survey [see survey on pages 6-7]. The survey
remained open for 10 days and candidates received email and phone call reminders
during that time.

RESPONSES
A total of 62 candidates completed the survey, representing a 26.50% response
rate. Of the respondents, 19.35% are Republican and 80.65% are Democrat.
Respondents’ survey answers and comments appear on the following pages. Two
candidates who did not complete the survey sent email responses and their comments
also appear in the relevant section. One candidate opted out of this and any future
surveys so this also appears in the related section.
* A total of 245 candidates seek state office, but 11 do not have public email
addresses. Survey developers reached out to these candidates via phone and
Facebook but received no response to requests for an email address.
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STATE Disability Policy Survey
1)

Your First and Last Name:

2)

What office/position do you seek?






Governor
Secretary of State
Attorney General
Treasurer
Superintendent of Education






Mine Inspector
Corporation Commissioner
State Senator
State Representative

If State Senator or Representative, please identify your DISTRICT:

Answer Options
Questions 3-9 and 11-16
 Will not support
 Probably will not support
 Not sure, need to learn more
 Probably will support
 Will support

Question 10
 Strongly Disagree
 Disagree
 Not sure, need to learn more
 Agree
 Strongly Agree

3)

Many people with disabilities who receive long-term services and supports (LTSS)
want an equal opportunity to decide where and how to live, work, and take part in
their communities (community integration). How likely are you to support
funding and frameworks that favor home and community services over
institutional settings (services/supports that assist individuals in living in their own
homes and communities instead of nursing facilities and other institutions)?

4)

4) Some analysts predict a critical shortage of community attendants/direct support
professionals to provide services to seniors and people with disabilities who live in
their own homes. Low wages have been cited as a major reason for high turnover
and this growing shortage of attendants. How likely are you to support adequate
Medicaid funding to meet the need for higher wages?

5)

Where do you rate your level of support for proposals to block grant Medicaid
spending or convert funding to a per capita cap system in Arizona?

6)

Arizona is planning to implement work requirements for Medicaid recipients
through Section 1115 waivers. This requirement may block some low-income
adults from getting Medicaid coverage if they are not working or participating in
work-related activities. What is your position on work requirements for Medicaid
recipients?

7)

Rate your level of support for holding all public schools (including charter
schools) accountable for providing full access to students with
disabilities, in compliance with applicable federal laws.

8)

What is your position on policy initiatives to assist people with disabilities in moving
from segregated, sub-minimum wage employment settings (e.g., sheltered
workshops) to community-based, integrated employment – earning a
competitive wage?
Survey continued on next page 
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STATE Disability Policy Survey continued
9)

Supported employment (i.e., Employment First) provides individualized supports
that assist people with significant disabilities in finding integrated, competitive
employment and becoming successful members of the workforce. How likely are
you to support funding and frameworks that expand the Employment First
initiative and phase out segregated programs such as sheltered workshops that
often pay sub-minimum wage to people with significant disabilities?

10) The Arizonans with Disabilities Act (AzDA) creates unfair burdens for
businesses.
11) Although the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) passed in 1990, people with
disabilities still face accessibility barriers (e.g., inaccessible stores, lack of effective
communication). However, recent changes to state law require specific notification
procedures that delay the process of eliminating barriers, place the responsibility
of identifying barriers on individuals with disabilities, and allow businesses to take
a “wait and see” approach to compliance with the ADA. Where do you rate your
level of support for ADA notification?
12) Centers for Independent Living (CILs) are community-based, cross-disability,
nonprofit organizations designed and operated by and for people with disabilities.
CILs operate according to a strict philosophy of consumer control, wherein people
with all types of disabilities directly govern and staff the organization and program
participants guide the services they receive according to their self-identified
independent living goals. Where do you rate your level of support for additional
funding for the five CILs in Arizona in order to meet the increased demand for
services from these vital community resources?
13) Where do you rate your level of support for legislation prohibiting insurance
companies conducting business in Arizona from denying coverage to people with
pre-existing conditions?
14) Many people with disabilities rely on subsidies and other assistance programs to
live independently in the community. However, landlords often reject tenants with
rental subsidies, such as Section 8 and Supplemental Security Income (SSI). This
discrimination unfairly narrows the housing choices available to low-income
families, senior citizens, and people with disabilities – leading to high rates of
homelessness and housing vulnerability in our community. What is your position
on legislation to forbid landlords from denying tenant applications solely based on
the source of a tenant’s legal income?
15) Rate your level of support for directing resources to ensure state law enforcement
is trained to appropriately interact with individuals with disabilities (including
people who are non-verbal, who use a communication device, or who are Deaf) to
prevent unnecessary incarcerations and injuries?
16) When trying to access supports and services, immigrants and refugees with
disabilities often face unique barriers (including threats of deportation and
separation from family members). Rate your level of support for policies and
initiatives to ensure that all people feel safe in our communities, free of fears of
deportation and splitting families apart?
7

Governor Candidates
Steve Farley
(D)

1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home and community
services over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for community
attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter) complying with
federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated employment
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies from denying
coverage based on pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant applications
based solely on income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact with individuals
with disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of fears of
deportation and splitting families

Kelly Fryer
(D)

GOVERNOR
Definitely
Definitely
support
support
Definitely
Definitely
support
support
Will not
Will not
support
support
Will not
Will not
support
support
Definitely
Definitely
support
support
Definitely
Definitely
support
support
Definitely
Definitely
support
support
Strongly
Agree *
disagree
Will not
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support

Likely to
support *
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support

Governor Candidates continued on next page 
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continued

Q10
* K. Fryer, “The AzDA is critical and it is vitally important to our economy - and it's
just the right thing to do - for businesses to be in compliance. However, I believe that
small, locally owned businesses should be incentivized, using tax credits, to make
improvements required to bring them into compliance.”
Q11
* K. Fryer, “This legislation is critical. It is vital to our economy - and it's just the right
thing to do - for businesses to be in compliance. However, these requirements can
present financial challenges for businesses and community/nonprofit organizations that
work with small budgets and/or have a small profit margin. I believe our government
has a responsibility to support these small, locally owned businesses and community
organizations with grants and/or tax credits to enable them to make improvements
required to bring them into compliance.”
The following gubernatorial candidates did not complete the survey:
Ken Bennett (R)
Doug Ducey (R)
David Garcia (D)

Secretary of State Candidates
Candidates for Secretary of State did not complete the survey:
Steve Gaynor (R)
Michele Reagan (R)**
Katie Hobbs (D)

Attorney General Candidates
Candidates for Attorney General did not complete the survey:
Mark Brnovich (R)
January Contreras (D)

** Candidate does not have published email address
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Treasurer Candidates
1-Name

Mark Manoil
(D)

2-Office
TREASURER
3-Funding and frameworks for home and community services
Likely to support
over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for community attendants Likely to support
Probably will
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap system
not support
Not sure – need
6-Medicaid work requirements
to learn more
7-Public schools (including charter) complying with federal
Definitely support
access laws
8-Community-based, integrated employment
Likely to support
9-Expand Employment First and phase out segregated programs Likely to support
Not sure – need
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for businesses
to learn more
Not sure – need
11-ADA notification procedures
to learn more*
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
Likely to support
13-Prohibit insurance companies from denying coverage based
Definitely support
on pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant applications based solely
Likely to support
on income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact with individuals with
Definitely support
disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of fears of deportation
Likely to support
and splitting families
Q11
* M. Manoil, “I think this is a balancing of burdens issue and I'd seek more
information. I am professionally aware of legal abuses in suits against businesses with
technical violations of the ADA (e.g., signs in parking lots not at the correct height)
where the violations could be easily corrected with notification, instead of a lawsuit. On
the other hand, I understand that the policy goal of reducing accessibility barriers
requires prompt enforcement mechanisms, in the absence of compliance.”
Treasurer Candidates continued on next page 
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continued

The following candidates for Treasurer did not complete the survey:
Jo Ann Sabbagh (R)
Kimberly Yee (R)

Mine Inspector Candidates
Candidates for Mine Inspector did not complete the survey:
Joe Hart (R)
William Pierce (D)
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Superintendent of Education Candidates
1-Name

Kathy Hoffman
(D)

2-Office

SUPERINTENDENT
OF EDUCATION

3-Funding and frameworks for home and community services
over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for community
attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap system
6-Medicaid work requirements

Definitely support
Definitely support
Will not support
Will not support

7-Public schools (including charter) complying with federal
access laws

Definitely support*

8-Community-based, integrated employment

Definitely support

9-Expand Employment First and phase out segregated
programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for businesses

Definitely support

11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs

Strongly disagree
Will not support
Definitely support

13-Prohibit insurance companies from denying coverage
based on pre-existing conditions

Will not support

14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant applications based
solely on income source

Will not support

15-Train law enforcement to interact with individuals
with disabilities

Definitely support*

16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of fears of
deportation and splitting families

Definitely support*

Superintendent of Education Candidates continued on next page 
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Superintendent of Education Candidates

continued

Q7
* K. Hoffman, “As a school-based speech therapist, I have extensive experience
working with students with disabilities. It is critical that students have comprehensive
special education services available in all public schools to make sure that they have
equal access to a high quality education. Further, public schools should not be allowed
to turn away students with disabilities for any reason.”
Q15
* K. Hoffman, “I previously worked with the Autism Society on community education
of similar topics. It is vital for our law enforcement to be trained in all types of
disabilities that may affect an individual’s behavior or ability to communicate in order
to make sure that everyone is protected and safe.”
Q16
* K. Hoffman, “With no exception, individuals should feel safe and welcome when
seeking services. A person’s immigration status should not affect their ability to access
health services or supports for living with a disability (e.g. therapies).”
The following Superintendent of Education candidates did not complete
the survey:
Bob Branch (R) **
Diane Douglas (R)
Jonathan Gelbart (R)
Tracy Livingston (R)
Frank Riggs (R)
David Schapira (D)

** Candidate does not have published email address
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Corporation Commissioner Candidates
1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home and
community services over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for
community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter) complying
with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated employment
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies from denying
coverage based on pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant
applications based solely on income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact with
individuals with disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
fears of deportation and splitting families

William (Bill)
Kiana Maria
Mundell
Sears
(D)
(D)
CORPORATION COMMISSIONER
Definitely
Definitely
support
support
Definitely
Definitely
support
support
Will not support

Will not support

Will not support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support

Will not support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support

Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
Will not support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support

Will not support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support

The following Corporation Commissioner candidates did not complete the survey:
Tom Forese (R)

Rodney Glassman (R)

James O'Connor* (R)

Justin Olson (R)

Eric Sloan (R)

Sandra Kennedy (D)

* J. O’Connor sent this email response on 7/25/18: “I did look over your survey.
I'm a Clean Elections candidate for the AZ Corporation Commission and as such if
elected will not have responsibility in any of the areas which concern your many
fine organizations. The best answer to all questions would be “not applicable”.
Thank you for the opportunity. Respectfully, Jim O'Connor”
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State Senator Candidates
1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for
home and community services
over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher
wages for community
attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including
charter) complying with federal
access laws
8-Community-based, integrated
employment
9-Expand Employment First and
phase out segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens
for businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s
5 CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies
from denying coverage based on
pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
tenant applications based solely on
income source
15-Train law enforcement to
interact with individuals with
disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel
safe, free of fears of deportation
and splitting families

Bobby
Wilson
LD 2 (R)

Betty
Villegas
LD 3 (D)
STATE SENATOR

J'aime
Morgaine
LD 5 (D)

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely*
support

Not sure - need Probably will
Likely to
to learn more
not support
support*
Not sure - need
Not sure - need
Will not support
to learn more
to learn more*
Likely to
support
Likely to
support
Likely to
support
Disagree
Likely to
support
Likely to
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
Definitely
support*
support*
Definitely
Definitely
support*
support*
Not sure - need
Strongly
to learn more
disagree*
Not sure - need Not sure - need
to learn more to learn more*
Not sure - need
Definitely
to learn more
support*

Likely to
support

Will not support

Will not
support*

Likely to
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Likely to
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Not sure - need
to learn more*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Senator Candidates LD 2, 3, 5 continued on next page 
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Senator Candidates

continued

Comments: LD 2, 3, 5

Q3
* B. Wilson, "My wife is classified as totally disabled by
SS due to severe symptoms of Lyme Disease.”
* B. Villegas, “I will support a person with disabilities
right to choose where they want to live. In the early
1960's, my father was a disabled veteran with MS and wheelchair bound. When my
mom could no longer care for him at our home, the VA sent him to a long-term care
facility in Wyoming. We were separated from our father because there were no home
care resources to keep him at home with our family. We only saw him in the summers
for 10 days as it was too far and expensive. He died in 1969, and we missed out on so
much of his good years even though he was ill. In-home care keeps families together
and could be less costly if resources and support services were available.”
* J. Morgaine, “I moved to Kingman to help my 83 year-old dad maintain his
independent living in his own home for as long as possible. Every person should be
able to live their life in the most independent way possible, with or without a
disability.”
Q4
* B. Villegas, “Assisted living and nursing homes are a high cost to the state under
the ALTCS program. In-home caregivers should be paid based on their work, their
training, and their skills, the same as any other profession. More and more people with
disabilities and seniors want to live in their home, and doing so will save the state
overhead and facility maintenance costs. They should receive adequate livable wages
from these projected savings.”
* J. Morgaine, “As a society, we need to value and respect seniors and people with
disabilities. We also need to value and respect the people who are providing direct
support services to our seniors and people with disabilities. Paying these professionals
a respectful wage for the service they provide our community is vital to creating a
sustainable pool of care providers.”
Q5
* J. Morgaine, “I would support block grants for Medicaid spending, because that
would allow for greater flexibility and local control to meet local needs. But I would
need to understand more about the pros and cons of converting funding to a per capita
cap system in Arizona before I can weigh in with a statement of support. An important
piece of accountability to constituents is to be honest about what I know, and what I
don't know, and I have no problem being transparent about this with constituents. It's
how I will develop a relationship based on trust and accountability.”
Senator Candidates LD 2, 3, 5 continued on next page 
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Comments: LD 2, 3, 5

Q6
* J. Morgaine, “Health care is a basic human right, so I want every person to have
the ability to receive quality health care. Using Medicaid to cover low-income adults
can help to fulfill that right for all, but I also understand tax-payer feelings who don't
want their hard-earned taxes to cover health care for people who don't work or
contribute into the tax pool. The social value to provide coverage to the vulnerable
populations of our community is important, and if there is a valid reason why a person
is unable to participate in work-related activities, I would support coverage. But there
is also an issue of fairness and personal accountability involved, so I would want
systems of accountability built in to identify those who can not work and those who
simply do not want to work or participate in work-related activities.”
Q7
* J. Morgaine, “Every student is entitled to a free and appropriate education. This is
the value that we must uphold. Every single school, public and private needs to be
held accountable to the ADA law.”
Q8
* B. Villegas, “Segregated subminimum wage employment settings can exploit
people with disabilities. Looking at other models that help transition these workers
makes more sense. We need to start working with these workers at a young age in
order to provide training and better options for them.”
* J. Morgaine, “All people deserve to live the most independent life possible,
including people with disabilities.”
Q9
* B. Villegas, “While these support systems can be costly, phasing out segregated
programs for persons with disabilities should become the norm.”
* J. Morgaine, “I would support this, but people need to understand that we do not
have an unlimited amount of taxes to fund every program of value and support for the
vulnerable members of our society. I will support these initiatives, and search for
creative ways to fund them.”
Q10
* J. Morgaine, “The ADA provides a structure for businesses to create equal access
for all, including people with disabilities. The ADA also provides guidelines that allow a
business to provide documentation that an accommodation would create an undue
burden for them. Both of these provisions are a built-in part of the ADA law. IF there is
an unfair burden, and the business can provide proper documentation of such a
burden, then the ADA law provides protection for them, as well. ADA law is a fair and
balanced law.”
Senator Candidates LD 2, 3, 5 continued on next page 
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Senator Candidates

continued

Comments: LD 2, 3, 5

Q11
* J. Morgaine, “I am not familiar with the specific language or process of this
notification process. However, I support due process for all. I wouldn't support a "wait
and see" approach to compliance with the ADA, as this is just coded language for "we
don't want to do this." But business owners have a right to reasonable due process, as
well. There is a legitimate argument to be made on behalf of business owners to have
a reasonable amount of time to research and budget for the removal of the
accessibility barrier. I will need to research these laws (and how they're being
applied/misused) before I can weigh in with a strong position either way.”
Q12
* J. Morgaine, “Every person deserves quality of life and the least restrictive living
environment possible. I will support these community resources.”
Q13
* J. Morgaine, “Health care is a basic human right. I will not ever support denying
coverage for ANY pre-existing condition.”
Q14
* B. Villegas, “Denying someone from renting due to having a section 8 voucher is a
form of discrimination and should not be tolerated. We need stronger landlord-tenant
laws that address denying housing to persons with a disability if they have a voucher.
We must also do a better job of educating our tenants and landlords.”
* J. Morgaine, “Landlords should not be allowed to deny tenant applications solely
based on the source of a tenant's legal income. The denial is based on stereotyped
negative beliefs about people, and enables unlawful and immoral discrimination
against human beings.”
Q15
* J. Morgaine, “Training, training, and more training. Training also needs to include
treating all people with compassion, kindness, and respect.”
Q16
* B. Wilson, “Thank you and best wishes, Bobby”
* J. Morgaine, “We need to uphold the "rule of law" that allows for refugees and
asylum seekers to be provided sanctuary and protection within our borders, especially for
those with disabilities who are even more vulnerable.”
Senator Candidates continued on next page 
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continued
Sharon
Girard
LD 8 (D)

1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home
and community services over
institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages
for community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter)
complying with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated
employment
9-Expand Employment First and
phase out segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens
for businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5
CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies
from denying coverage based on preexisting conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
tenant applications based solely on
income source
15-Train law enforcement to
interact with individuals with
disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel
safe, free of fears of deportation and
splitting families

Victoria
Marilyn
Steele
Wiles
LD 9 (D)
LD 10 (R)
SENATE SENATOR

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support
Will not
support
Will not
support*
Definitely
support*
Definitely
support
Definitely
support*

Definitely
support
Definitely
support*
Will not
support*
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support

Not sure - need
to learn more*
Not sure - need
to learn more*
Not sure - need
to learn more*
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support

Strongly
disagree
Will not
support*
Definitely
support

Strongly
disagree
Will not
support*
Definitely
support

Not sure - need
to learn more*
Likely to
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Not sure - need
to learn more*

Disagree

Senator Candidates LD 8, 9, 10 continued on next page 
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Senator Candidates continued

Comments: LD 8, 9, 10

Q3
* M. Wiles, “I have a disabled child and he has thrived in his own home. I believe that
he would not have otherwise grown into a self-supporting citizen if he was required to
live in an institutional setting.”
Q4
* M. Wiles, “I do know there is a critical shortage of caregivers. I believe we need to
take are hard look at where our limited taxpayer dollars go so that we can fund critical
programs such as Medicaid. My platform is about financial accountability and audit
control. As taxpayers we need to know where and how much money is collected for
specific purposes and where those monies go.”
Q5
* V. Steele, “I would love to meet with you to learn more about this and to see
how I can support efforts to help people be able to afford the help and care that
they need.”
* M. Wiles, “My son received Medicaid from another state. As I previously stated,
when elected I am proposing a full review of all AZ State resources to ensure they are
used for the purposes they were collected.”
Q6
* S. Girard, “I practiced medicine as a Physician Assistant for 3 decades. I worked in
the ER for over 15 years. I know that people without programs access the expansive
Emergency department for primary care and when problems are advanced and
serious, which unnecessarily burdens the system, especially in rural districts. We must
move toward health care for all which is a right for everyone. I will work for
EXPANDED access to care, specifically a Medicad for all plan for Arizona. At the doors I
meet voters who can't afford insulin, medications and support for their healthcare
issues. This is not acceptable in a civilized modern society.”
* V. Steele, “This requirement appears to be horribly discriminatory and unfair.”
* M. Wiles, “I believe this is on a case-by-case decision. Some Medicaid recipients are
unable to work and this decision would jeopardize their living. I support helping those
who cannot help themselves.”
Q7
* S. Girard, “All students deserve education tailored to their needs. My daughter has
ADHD and a speech problem which was addressed well in her public school. I had a
deaf stepdaughter who was mainstreamed and had a great IEP from her public school,
including a personal interpreter. We must expand access for all students so they can
achieve. My deaf step daughter went on to graduate Galludet university and Parsons
School of Design, thanks to a great public school education. Full access and support for
students with disabilities will be a priority for me within my education platform.”
Senator Candidates LD 8, 9, 10 continued on next page 
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Q9
* S. Girard, “Those with disabilities deserve to be mainstreamed and not segregated
within our community.”
Q11
* S. Girard, “Businesses must comply if they wish to serve the public. If is their
responsibility and those that do not comply must be made to do so. No wait and see,
access for all must be complied with by all who serve the public.”
* V. Steele, “I will not support laws that allow businesses to ignore the ADA.”
* M. Wiles, “I will support any legislation that will further to needs of those that are
disabled. All too often, businesses and others continue to discriminate against persons
with disabilities.”
Q12
* M. Wiles, “These facilities are very hard to find and when you finally get into them
they are wonderful places for individuals to rehabilitate and function.”
Q13
* S. Girard, “We must eliminate preexisting conditions and cover everyone for
everything. Healthcare is a right for all.”
Q14
* S. Girard, “Homelessness and lack of housing is a problem which must be
addressed. Everyone deserves housing, it is not a choice but a right and we must work
for all who have difficulty speaking for themselves. There is no room in a just society
for discrimination of any kind.”
Q15
* S. Girard, “I learned sign language to communicate with my step daughter. We
must treat all those with communication disabilities with respect and make sure there
are no misunderstandings at any time. These citizens deserve equal rights under the
law.”
Q16
* M. Wiles, “I am a retired immigration office and support legal immigration. If
immigrants and refugees are here legally, I would support them as I would any citizen.
I cannot support illegal immigrants.”
Senator Candidates continued on next page 
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1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home
and community services over
institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages
for community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system

Ralph Atchue Drew John Mendy Gomez
LD 11 (D)
LD 14 (R)
LD 14 (D)
STATE SENATOR
Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support
Not sure –
need to learn
more
Probably will
not support
Definitely
support
Likely to
support
Likely to
support

Definitely
support
Not sure –
need to learn
more*
Will not
support
Definitely
support*
Definitely
support
Definitely
support

Disagree

Not sure –
need to learn
more

Will not
support*

7-Public schools (including charter)
complying with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated
employment
9-Expand Employment First and
phase out segregated programs

Will not
support*
Definitely
support*
Definitely
support*
Definitely
support*

10-AzDA creates unfair burdens
for businesses

Strongly
disagree*

11-ADA notification procedures

Will not
support*

6-Medicaid work requirements

12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5
CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies
from denying coverage based on preexisting conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
tenant applications based solely on
income source
15-Train law enforcement to
interact with individuals with
disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel
safe, free of fears of deportation and
splitting families

Definitely
support*

Not sure –
need to learn
more
Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Will not
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Not sure –
need to learn
more

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Not sure –
need to learn
more

Likely to
support

Probably will
not support
Definitely
support

Senator Candidates LD 11, 14 continued on next page 
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Q3
* R. Atchue, “I am an unequivocal supporter of equal access to opportunity for every
citizen. I fully support investment in increasing economic and social opportunities.”
* D. John, “I’ve helped take care of both sets of my wife and my parents. It was a
blessing for our family and being around loved makes a big difference in their quality
of life.”
* M. Gomez, “As a daughter of a disabled vet, mom of a child with a learning
disability and an aunt of a child with special needs I would support any legislation that
enables an individual that allows to stay in their homes or communities.”
Q4
* R. Atchue, “Quality care depends on quality care givers. In order to recruit and
retain sufficient quality care givers requires an investment in their wages and
benefits.”
Q5
* R. Atchue, “I support expansion of Medicaid coverage and funding.”
* M. Gomez, “I need to learn more about this, but anytime you use the words block
and Medicare in the same sentence. I would be mostly likely to oppose.”
Q6
* R. Atchue, “I view implementation of work requirements for Medicaid recipients as
mean spirited "red meat" for the far right base. The negative impact on these
recipients would be an economic and health crises.”
Q7
* R. Atchue, “My only caveat on this issue is when the cost to accommodate at a
charter which is located very close to a traditional public school is deemed to be
unaffordable. In that case, I'd be ok with keeping students with disabilities at the
traditional school. To be clear, however, I fully and unequivocally support full fiscal
transparency and accountability for every charter school.”
* M. Gomez, “As a special education teacher, I fully 100% support accessibility for
students with disabilities. If schools are accepting taxpayer dollars, then they must
fully follow federal law.”
Q8
* R. Atchue, “As stated in a previous response: I am an unequivocal supporter of
equal access to opportunity for every citizen. I fully support investment in increasing
economic and social opportunities.”
Senator Candidates LD 11, 14 continued on next page 
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Comments: LD 11, 14

Q9
* R. Atchue, “I am an unequivocal supporter of equal
access to opportunity for every citizen. I fully support
investment in increasing economic and social opportunities.”
Q10
* R. Atchue, “I consider the AzDA to be an important
component of civil rights.”
Q11
* R. Atchue, “Except in the most extreme circumstances, I do not support an attempt
to delay ADA compliance.”
Q12
* R. Atchue, “CIL's are best equipped and informed on these vital issues.”
Q13
* R. Atchue, “I consider this issue to be non-negotiable.”
Q14
* R. Atchue, “I will always fight to protect every citizen from discrimination.”
Q15
* R. Atchue, “Law enforcement has got to incorporate training on interactions with
individuals who cannot communicate verbally. This training must include
circumstances dealing with individuals with conditions that stem from mental illnesses
and stress. We have got to train law enforcement to tell the difference between
situations that are life threatening and those that can be approached with concern and
tact. We are seeing too many unnecessary deaths, injuries and incarcerations.”
Q16
* R. Atchue, “Everyone must be confident that when they seek assistance they will
not be subjected to punishment. This goes for individuals seeking medical services as
well as reporting potential crimes. We must recognize human need is not a matter of
nationality.”
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1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home and
community services over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for
community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
system

Sean
Lupe Chavira
Bowie
Contreras
LD 18 (D)
LD 19 (D)
STATE SENATOR
Not sure – need
Definitely support
to learn more
Likely to support Definitely support
Will not support Definitely support
Not sure – need
to learn more

6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter) complying
with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated employment
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies from denying
coverage based on pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant
applications based solely on income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact with
individuals with disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
fears of deportation and splitting families

Will not support

Definitely
support*
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support

Definitely support Definitely support
Disagree

Strongly disagree

Not sure – need
Definitely support
to learn more
Likely to support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Likely to support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support

Q7
* L. Contreras, “My wife is the Chair for Special Services at Sierra Linda High School
in the Tolleson District. I DEFINITELY SUPPORT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”
Senator Candidates continued on next page 
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Paul Boyer
LD 20 (R)

1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home
and community services over
institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages
for community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system

Charles Loftus
LD 20 (R)

Doug Ervin
LD 20 (D)

STATE SENATOR
Definitely
support

Likely to
support*

Definitely
support

Likely to
Likely to
Definitely
support
support*
support
Definitely
Not sure – need Probably will
support
to learn more* not support*
Not sure – need
Likely to
Will not
6-Medicaid work requirements
to learn more
support*
support*
7-Public schools (including charter)
Definitely
Definitely
Definitely
complying with federal access laws
support
support*
support
8-Community-based, integrated
Definitely
Definitely
Definitely
employment
support
support*
support
9-Expand Employment First and
Likely to
Not sure – need
Definitely
phase out segregated programs
support
to learn more*
support
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for Not sure – need Not sure – need
Strongly
businesses
to learn more to learn more*
disagree
Not sure – need
Likely to
11-ADA notification procedures
Will not support
to learn more
support*
Not sure – need Not sure – need
Likely to
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
to learn more to learn more
support
13-Prohibit insurance companies
Not sure – need
Likely to
Definitely
from denying coverage based on preto learn more
support*
support
existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
Probably will
Probably will
Definitely
tenant applications based solely on
not support
not support*
support
income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact
Definitely
Definitely
Definitely
with individuals with disabilities
support
support*
support
16-Ensure that all people feel safe,
Not sure – need Not sure – need
Definitely
free of fears of deportation and splitting
to learn more to learn more*
support
families
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Comments: LD 20

Q3
* C. Loftus, “Much higher degree of care by people who care.”
Q4
* C. Loftus, “Recent law changes in AZ may help the wages of these contractors.”
Q5
* C. Loftus, “Far too many variables.”
* D. Ervin, “I believe healthcare is a right and I will work towards a system that
allows every person to have access to quality and affordable healthcare. Previous block
grant and per capita cap systems proposals would lead to a rationing of medical
coverage and would be detrimental to many people.”
Q6
* C. Loftus, “Let professionals evaluate people and help them reintegrate into the
working pool if possible. This will probably involve baby steps at first and anything to
improve self esteem and self confidence is a plus.”
* D. Ervin, “We should be implementing changes to give more access to medical
coverage, not setting up roadblocks.”
Q7
* C. Loftus, “My opponent (Paul Boyer) is in the back pocket of Charter Schools and
had controlled the legislation to omit special needs children from Charter Schools. He
is heavily supported by Charter-School PAC's and executives. There needs to be more
accountability in this area, public schools are horribly burdened when Charter Schools
refuse access for special needs.”
Q8
* C. Loftus, “Lets get those who can be in the workforce back to work with modern
skills, it is that simple.”
Q9
* C. Loftus, “Far too many variables to answer. Let’s get those who can be in the
workforce back to work with modern skills, it is that simple.”
Q10
* C. Loftus, “I have never seen a complaint, however there must be a balance for our
business community.”
Senator Candidates LD 20 continued on next page 
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Comments: LD 20

Q11
* C. Loftus, “People should be able to get back to work without too much burden for
employers. I think this is an incremental approach that takes time and spreads the
investment needed over a more acceptable period of time for industry.”
Q13
* C. Loftus, “Horribly complex issue that involves more than Arizona law. This is one
of those it depends questions.”
Q14
* C. Loftus, “Very problematic for landlords. If someone applies and says they have
no income and are forced in to forcible detainers.”
Q15
* C. Loftus, “After 36 years as a police officer here in AZ I know we need
more training.”
Q16
* C. Loftus, “I support immigration enforcement, When the question above says all
people, I would find it difficult to support terrorists, drug dealers and other criminals
which we have in Arizona.”
Senator Candidates continued on next page 
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Randy
Miller
LD 21 (R)

1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home
and community services over
institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages
for community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter)
complying with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated
employment
9-Expand Employment First and
phase out segregated programs

Definitely
support*

Clair Van
Brianna
Steenwyk
Westbrook
LD 22 (R)
LD 22 (D)
STATE SENATOR
Likely to
support*

Definitely
support

Likely to
Not sure – need
Definitely
support*
to learn more*
support
Not sure – need Not sure – need
Will not support
to learn more* to learn more
Not sure – need
Likely to
Will not support
to learn more*
support*
Will not
Definitely
Definitely
support*
support
support
Definitely
Definitely
Definitely
support*
support*
support
Likely to
Not sure – need
Definitely
support*
to learn more*
support

10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for Not sure – need Not sure – need
businesses
to learn more* to learn more
Not sure – need Not sure – need
11-ADA notification procedures
to learn more* to learn more*
Likely to
Not sure – need
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
support
to learn more*
13-Prohibit insurance companies
Likely to
Definitely
from denying coverage based on presupport
support*
existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
Probably will
Likely to
tenant applications based solely on
not support*
support*
income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact
Definitely
Definitely
with individuals with disabilities
support*
support
16-Ensure that all people feel safe,
Likely to
Will not
free of fears of deportation and splitting
support*
support*
families

Strongly
disagree
Will not
support*
Definitely
support
Definitely
support*
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
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Comments: LD 21, 22

Q3
* R. Miller, “If this is a matter of redirecting funds for this then it is an easy decision.
If funds need to be found, then we all need to sit down and educate me as to exactly
what it is that is needed and how it is provided. I to have a disability, not debilitating,
but can be serious. We don't ask for this and we want to live as normal and the best
we can with what we can do.”
* C. Van Steenwyk, “I've had personal experience dealing with friends & family with
disabilities and found most functioned at a much higher level in a situation they chose
for themselves over being institutionalized.”
Q4
* R. Miller, “I have been dealing with Memory Care Facilities now with my father. I
know just how important it is to have quality, loving and compassionate care givers.
Medicare is only a small portion of this since it isn't covered until the family becomes
nearly indigent and unable to pay. The care can then be different due to funding
sources no longer being private, or if fortunate, the family having a long term care
policy. I would like to learn more about this and the differences if there.”
* C. Van Steenwyk, “We need to provide Vocational Training in our Public
Educational system which I believe would increase the number of licensed techs and
then allow the free market system to work and only after this is done do I believe that
state should then look into any legislation increasing wages or providing funds to do
so.”
Q5
* R. Miller, “I apologize, but this is not a topic I can answer intelligently. I don't want
to pretend and mislead anyone, that isn't my style. I am open to learning more and
seeing where we are now with this program.”
Q6
* R. Miller, “This doesn't make a lot of sense at this time. If someone is on Medicaid
and unable to work due to a condition, how can they work? Many seniors are unable to
work and would probably have difficulty finding employment if they had to, so again,
doesn't make sense at this time. I need to learn more of the specifics.”
* C. Van Steenwyk, “For any receiving aid who are able to seek employment should
do so and be encouraged to do so as well, as we're asking other citizens to aid in
sharing the costs of Medicaid to them and by working if able could also lead for some
to lessen their particular disability while at the same time demonstrating to all their
willingness to aid in their own support, which I also believe would make it easier for
those in office to aid others who aren't able to take part in the work force.”
Senator Candidates LD 21, 22 continued on next page 
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Q7
* R. Miller, “I support equal requirements for Charter Schools that are expected of
regular public schools, they are both in the public school system and receive public
money. My problem with your question is being in compliance with federal law. Under
Article I, Section 8, there is no granted authority for congress to mandate or oversee
state education systems. In New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144(1992) the
Supreme Court stated "We have held, however, that state legislators are not subject
to federal direction." This is in regards to the federal mandate that the state of New
York take charge of their nuclear waste under federal mandates and regulations.
Further, they stated; "The federal government," we held, "may not compel the states
to enact or administer a federal regulatory program." Id, at 188. So do I support
holding all public schools accountable? Yes, but this is a states right issue and will be
under state laws and regulations.”
Q8
* R. Miller, “I am sure there are many skill sets and abilities that can be offered that
our community business can assist in job opportunities. This is something we all have
to come together on.”
* C. Van Steenwyk, “If those of us who have disabilities are able to work in the
general work force this should and must be supported, not only because it's the right
thing to do, but I also believe it would lead to those without disabilities to better
understand those with them.”
Q9
* R. Miller, “Again, we have to be able to find some ways for those with disabilities,
and can work safely, with ways of doing so.”
* C. Van Steenwyk, “I believe that the employer must be willing to employ anyone
who's able to work and don't believe it's the governments job to subsidize this,
anymore than subsidizing industries it a government function at a great expense to the
tax payer and shouldn't be encouraged.”
Q10
* R. Miller, “This is something I don't have time to research and see exactly what it
mandates and expects for employers, so I am not comfortable committing at this time
one way or another.”
Q11
* R. Miller, “I am not sure about the ADA's constitutionality so will not say we must
conform to a federal mandate that may not be a delegated authority under Article I
section 8. However, the state can and probably should do a better job of providing
access to our disabled citizens if this is an identified problem.”
Senator Candidates LD 21, 22 continued on next page 
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Q11 continued
* C. Van Steenwyk, “We must be certain all businesses are accessible, however we
also need to take into account the cost to each business realizing some small
businesses don't have the income/profits to do so and requiring them to do so could
very well lead to some going out of business and thereby we all lose in the way of
employment, smaller tax base and of course the unemployed will then add to the cost
of state business and take monies from other agencies.”
* B. Westbrook, “A "wait and see" approach is the wrong approach. Businesses need
to ensure that their building is accessible to all people in the community before
opening their doors to the general public.”
Q12
* C. Van Steenwyk, “This is an issue I really must do more research on before taking
a side, however believe we should reach out to our communities for funding not the
tax payer in most cases.”
Q13
* C. Van Steenwyk, “If born with or you develop a pre-existing condition no
insurance co. should be able to refuse you coverage, nor should they be allowed to
charge anyone more than others without a condition for coverage, all additional costs
can be spread out over their entire group and thereby no significant cost to any.”
* B. Westbrook, “Health care is a human right. Everyone should have equal access to
affordable health care regardless of age, sex, income, or pre-existing conditions.”
Q14
* R. Miller, “Property rights are protected. Government cannot and should not dictate
to property owners on who they rent to based on income, that is a financial risk they
assume should a tenant not be able to pay rent and is subjective as to how you would
go about proving sole rejection based on source of income. However discriminating on
disability is wrong and I would support legislation prohibiting this, but I believe this is
already there.”
* C. Van Steenwyk, “Equal treatment under the law, I owned over 30 rentals and
never refused anyone who qualified both financially and of course with a good history
of paying their bill and taking care of their rental.”

Senator Candidates LD 21, 22 continued on next page 
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Comments: LD 21, 22

Q15
* R. Miller, “Having worked in the LE field for 20 years, I know this is a problem and
needs to be addressed with training. I don't know if it occurs, but training for those
with disabilities such as those mentioned, as to how to interact with LE officers is also
imperative. There needs to be a system in place that both understand.”
Q16
* R. Miller, “Are we talking about legal immigrants? Then absolutely.”
* C. Van Steenwyk, “I believe this can't be done to people who are here legally,
however this question doesn't state the way they either entered the country or over
stayed a Visa both making them Illegal Aliens and have no problem with anyone
refusing to rent to an illegal Alien as there's no legal way to hold them accountable
under our Rule Of Law and therefore you're asking a land owner to accept all the risks,
which having been one is an unreasonable request.”

Senator Candidates continued on next page 
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1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home and
community services over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for
community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter) complying
with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated employment
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
businesses

Lela Alston
Rebecca Rios
LD 24 (D)
LD 27 (D)
STATE SENATOR
Definitely
support*
Definitely
support*

Definitely support
Definitely support

Will not support*

Will not support

Will not support

Will not support

Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Strongly disagree

Disagree

11-ADA notification procedures

Will not support*

Definitely
support*

12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies from denying
coverage based on pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant
applications based solely on income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact with
individuals with disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
fears of deportation and splitting families

Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support

Q3
* L. Alston, “I strongly support community integration for people with disabilities.”
Q4
* L. Alston, “We need to provide quality care for those with disabilities.”
Q5
* L. Alston, “Block funding would cause fewer dollars to come into Arizona and our
communities that depend on Medicaid would get less money. This is bad for Arizonans.”
Q11
* L. Alston, “The person with the disability should not be burdened with explaining ADA
compliance to businesses. We oppose the recently passed state law.”
* R. Rios, “Stalling and delay tactics are unfair and allow businesses to legally avoid
compliance.”
Senator Candidates continued on next page 
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1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home and
community services over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for
community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
system
6-Medicaid work requirements

Christine
Martin
Porter Marsh
Quezada
LD 28 (D)
LD 29 (D)
STATE SENATOR
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Will not support

Will not support

Will not support*

Will not support

7-Public schools (including charter) complying
with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated employment
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
businesses
11-ADA notification procedures

Definitely
Definitely support
support*
Definitely support Definitely support

12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies from denying
coverage based on pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant
applications based solely on income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact with
individuals with disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
fears of deportation and splitting families

Definitely support Definitely support

Definitely support Definitely support
Not sure – need
to learn more*
Will not support*

Disagree
Will not support

Will not support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support

Q6 * C. Marsh, “Some Medicaid recipients cannot work — they may be incapable of it —
and blocking those individuals from Medicaid is inappropriate.”
Q7 * C. Marsh, “As a public school teacher, I fully support holding all public schools
accountable for providing full access to students with disabilities. One of the best aspects
of American public schools is foundational principle that all students deserve an
education, no matter what their ability level is.”
Q10 * C. Marsh, “I am pretty certain that I disagree with this, but I need to learn more.”
Q11 * C. Marsh, “It is unconscionable that the onus of ensuring that there are no
accessibility barriers now falls on the disabled population.”
Senator Candidates continued on next page 
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No Response to Survey

The following Senatorial candidates did not complete the survey:
Karen Fann, LD 1, (R)

Heather Carter, LD 15, (R)

Jo Craycraft, LD 1, (D)

Kristin Dybvig-Pawelko, LD 15, (D)

Shelley Kais, LD 2, (R)

David Farnsworth, LD 16, (R)

Andrea Dalessandro, LD 2, (D)

Michael Hernandez, LD 16, (R)

Sally Ann Gonzales, LD 3, (D)

Ben Carmitchel, LD 16, (D)

Lisa Otondo, LD 4, (D)

J.D. Mesnard, LD 17, (R)

Sonny Borrelli, LD 5, (R)

Steve Weichert, LD 17, (D)

Sylvia Tenney Allen, LD 6, (R)

Frank Schmuck, LD 18, (R)

Wade Carlisle, LD 6, (D)

Matthew Marquez, LD 20, (D)

JL Mealer, LD 7, (R)

Rick Gary, LD 21, (R)

Jamescita Peshlakai, LD 7, (D)

David Livingston, LD 22, (R)

Frank Pratt, LD 8, (R)

Wendy Garcia, LD 22, (D)

Natali Fierros Bock, LD 8, (D)

Tim Jeffries, LD 23, (R)

Jim Love, LD 9, (D)

Kristina Kely, LD 23, (R)

David Bradley, LD 10, (D)

Michelle Ugenti-Rita, LD 23, (R)

Vince Leach, LD 11, (R)

Daria Lohman, LD 23, (D)

Mohammad Arif, LD 11, (G)

Vicki Alger, LD 24, (R)

Eddie Farnsworth, LD 12, (R)

Tyler Pace, LD 25, (R)

Jimmy Lindblom, LD 12, (R)

Itasca Small, LD 25, (R)

Elizabeth Brown, LD 12, (D)

Kathy Mohr-Almeida, LD 25, (D)

Brent Backus, LD 13, (R)

Rebecca Speakman, LD 26, (R)

Sine Kerr, LD 13, (R)

Juan Mendez, LD 26, (D)

Don Shooter, LD 13, (R)

Debbie Nez Manuel, LD 26, (D)

Michelle Harris, LD 13, (D)

Cipriano Miranda, LD 27, (D)

David Gowan, LD 14, (R)

Ken Bowers Jr., LD 28, (R)

Lori Kilpatrick, LD 14, (R)

Kate Brophy McGee*, LD 28, (R)

Jaime Alvarez, LD 14, (D)

Tony Navarrete, LD 30, (D)

* K. Brophy McGee sent this email response on 7/23/18: “After 8 years of service in
the legislature, and 20 years overall including school board and School Facilities Board
service, I have an established voting record to which your members can refer. I
understand the need for questionnaires when candidates are new to the process, and
you have no votes by which to hold them accountable. Please know I support the
disabled community, and will continue to make them a top priority in my legislative
work. Sincerely, Kate Brophy McGee”
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State Representative Candidates
1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home and
community services over institutional
settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for
community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter)
complying with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated
employment
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies from
denying coverage based on pre-existing
conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant
applications based solely on income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact with
individuals with disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
fears of deportation and splitting families

Ed
Anthony
Rosanna
Gogek
Sizer
Gabaldon
LD 1 (D)
LD 2 (R)
LD 2 (D)
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Definitely
support*

Not sure – need
to learn more

Definitely
support

Likely to
Not sure – need
Definitely
support*
to learn more
support
Probably will
Likely to
Probably will
not support*
support
not support
Probably will Not sure – need
Will not support
not support* to learn more
Definitely
Not sure – need
Definitely
support
to learn more*
support
Likely to
Likely to
Likely to
support
support
support
Not sure – need Not sure – need
Definitely
to learn more to learn more
support
Not sure – need Not sure – need Not sure – need
to learn more* to learn more to learn more
Not sure – need Not sure – need
Likely to
to learn more to learn more
support
Not sure – need
Likely to
Likely to
to learn more
support
support
Definitely
support

Not sure – need Probably will
to learn more
not support

Likely to
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support

Not sure – need
to learn more
Likely to
support
Likely to
support

Likely to
support
Definitely
support
Likely to
support

Representative Candidates LD 1, 2, continued on next page 
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Comments: LD 1, 2

Q3
* E. Gogek, “In the long run, this is often a more affordable approach anyway, but it
involves identifying problems earlier.”
Q4
* E. Gogek, “Health care is taking up an ever-larger amount of GDP, and it's
important that everyone working in the health care field receive a living wage. The
question is where will this money come from and will our society make this
commitment.”
Q5
* E. Gogek, “I am running for state legislature, so I would work on the receiving end
of this process, not the deciding end. I much prefer to keep the system that pays for
services.”
Q6
* E. Gogek, “I am a psychiatrist who works in community mental health, which means
I'm a doctor who works with people on Medicaid, which in Arizona is AHCCCS. With
very few exceptions, most of my patients want to work and will work if they can. I do
not think work requirements with be of any benefit.”
Q7
* A. Sizer, “This depends on what access is. I certainly expect accountability when it
comes to public funds and how it’s distributed.”
Q10
* E. Gogek, “I don't know anything about Arizona's law. It probably does create a
burden, but if applied to all businesses it is a fair burden. Plus, we need to do it. The
largest cost to society from any disability is the cost of lost productivity. Lost
productivity is a much larger burden on society than the medical costs and a much,
much larger burden on society than the relatively tiny costs required to allow someone
with a disability to hold a job. So I probably strongly disagree, but I don't know this
particular law.”

Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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continued
Andres Cano
LD 3 (D)

1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home and
community services over institutional
settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for
community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter)
complying with federal access laws

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Definitely support
Definitely support
Definitely support
Will not support
Definitely support

8-Community-based, integrated employment Definitely support
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
businesses
11-ADA notification procedures

Definitely support
Strongly disagree
Will not support

12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies from
denying coverage based on pre-existing
conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant
applications based solely on income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact with
individuals with disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
fears of deportation and splitting families

Patrick Finerd
LD 5 (R)

Definitely support
Definitely support

Not sure – need to
learn more
Not sure – need
learn more
Not sure – need
learn more
Not sure – need
learn more
Not sure – need
learn more
Not sure – need
learn more
Not sure – need
learn more
Not sure – need
learn more
Not sure – need
learn more
Not sure – need
learn more

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Not sure – need to
learn more

Not sure – need to
learn more
Not sure – need to
Definitely support
learn more
Not sure – need to
Definitely support
learn more
Definitely support

Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home and
community services over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for
community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter) complying
with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated employment
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies from denying
coverage based on pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant
applications based solely on income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact with
individuals with disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
fears of deportation and splitting families

JP Martin
LD 9 (D)

Pamela Powers
Hannley
LD 9 (D)

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Definitely support Likely to support
Likely to support

Definitely
support*

Will not support

Will not support

Will not support

Will not support
Definitely
Definitely support
support*
Likely to
Definitely support
support*
Definitely support Likely to support
Disagree

Strongly disagree

Probably will
not support

Will not support*

Definitely support

Not sure – need
to learn more

Definitely support Definitely support
Likely to support

Definitely
support*

Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support

Q4 * P. Hannley, “Home health aides and other caregivers have important jobs.
Unfortunately, they are woefully underpaid and often suffer from wage theft. Yes, they
should be paid appropriately.”
Q7 * P. Hannley, “There should be a level playing field between public schools and
charter schools.”
Q8 * P. Hannley, “I favor initiatives that help people be more independent.”
Q11 * P. Hannley, “I voted against this.”
Q14 * P. Hannley, “We need better tenant/landlord laws in this state.”
Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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continued
Catherine
Ripley LD 10
(D)
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Definitely
Definitely
support*
support*
Definitely
Definitely
support*
support*
Not sure – need
Will not support*
to learn more
Will not support* Will not support*
Definitely
Definitely support
support*
Definitely
Definitely support
support*
Definitely
Definitely support
support*
Kirsten Engel
LD 10 (D)

1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home and
community services over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for
community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter) complying
with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated employment
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
businesses

Strongly disagree Strongly disagree

11-ADA notification procedures
Will not support*
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
Definitely support
13-Prohibit insurance companies from denying
Definitely
coverage based on pre-existing conditions
support*
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant
Definitely
applications based solely on income source
support*
15-Train law enforcement to interact with
Definitely
individuals with disabilities
support*
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
Definitely
fears of deportation and splitting families
support*

Will not support
Definitely support
Definitely support
Definitely support
Definitely
support*
Definitely
support*

Representative Candidates LD 10 continued on next page 
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continued

Comments: LD 10

Q3
* K. Engel, “We need to find more ways that disabled persons can live in their own
homes independently or with as minimal assistance as necessary. This enables them to
live more independently, to maintain family and friendship ties, to be more connected
with their communities and more economically self-sufficient. This is vital to the selfrespect and dignity of the disabled and it is also less expensive for society overall.”
* C. Ripley, “Supporting funding for home and community services is an absolute winwin for everyone. It allows those that prefer home and community over institutions the
dignity, comfort, and peace that they deserve in order to live and work and enjoy life
as productively as possible while opening up institutional facilities to those that are
more suited to or prefer those services.”
Q4
* K. Engel, “This is a growing problem. We need to adequately fund Medicaid to
ensure we have the staffing necessary to provide the disabled with the support
services they need.”
* C. Ripley, “I would absolutely support more funding through Medicaid for this
crucial occupation.”
Q5
* K. Engel, “From my research, block granting Medicaid will result in funding cuts to
persons most in need of services. If costs go up, the state, rather than the federal
government, would be on the hook for those cost increases. If the money is not
available (as it tends not to be in Arizona), this means cuts to services for those who
are poor and in need. Thus I oppose block grant Medicaid spending.”
Q6
* K. Engel, “Healthcare should be used as a stick if we believe persons are not
working hard enough to get employment. We need to ensure people get the health
care they need, first and foremost. A healthy person is more likely to get a job. If
there are other issues we can deal with them separately. They should not be tied
together.”
* C. Ripley, “This is an unfair proposal. There are far too many instances where this
would critically impact those who are already struggling to maintain jobs, get
childcare, feed their children, and stay healthy.”
Q7
* K. Engel, “Charter schools, who receive taxpayer money, should be held
accountable for complying with all laws and regulations applicable to public schools.
This means providing full access to students with disabilities.”
Representative Candidates LD 10 continued on next page 
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continued

Comments: LD 10

Q8
* K. Engel, “This should be our goal. We should not be satisfied with disabled persons
working in sheltered workshops, but instead to work toward having them as fullyintegrated members of our workforce earning a competitive wage.”
Q9
* K. Engel, “See comments to Question 8. I would definitely support.”
Q11
* K. Engel, “During the 2017 legislative session, I fought against this "wait and see"
approach in the bill providing for a "cure period" prior to enforcement against
businesses for noncompliance with the state disabilities law. Compliance is the law.
The cure period simply encourages businesses to not comply until they are sued. This
is bad policy.”
Q13
* K. Engel, “We may need this legislation if the Trump Administration does away with
the current federal prohibition upon such discrimination under federal law.”
Q14
* K. Engel, “This is a form of covert discrimination against persons with disabilities
that is otherwise prohibited by law.”
Q15
* K. Engel, “Such training can avoid misunderstandings that can lead to tragic
accidents and arrests. I think this type of training is very important.”
* C. Ripley, “This is absolutely necessary. There have been too many "accidental"
shootings of persons with disabilities simply because law enforcement was not trained
and unaware of persons with disabilities and how to approach, speak, or communicate
with them. This is an easy fix.”
Q16
* K. Engel, “Threats of deportation have no place in the sphere of ensuring that
persons with disabilities have access to the services that they need.”
* C. Ripley, “This is a basic human right and moral issue for which, we as Americans
must take the lead and be the beacon. The recent family separation policy, which was
overturned, is sadly irreversible for most of the families impacted. It was a travesty
and black mark on human history, on American history. Our country was founded on
the principles of welcoming immigrants and refugees and harboring those seeking
asylum.”
Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Hollace Lyon
LD 11 (D)

1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home and
community services over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for
community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita cap
system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including charter) complying
with federal access laws
8-Community-based, integrated employment
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
businesses

Marcela Quiroz
LD 11 (D)

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Definitely
Definitely support
support*
Likely to support Definitely support
Will not support

Not sure – need
to learn more

Probably will
not support

Will not support

Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Likely to support Definitely support
Disagree

Strongly disagree

11-ADA notification procedures

Will not support

Not sure – need
to learn more

12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs

Not sure – need
Definitely support
to learn more

13-Prohibit insurance companies from denying
coverage based on pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant
applications based solely on income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact with
individuals with disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
fears of deportation and splitting families

Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support
Definitely support Definitely support

Q3
* M. Quiroz, “I am the legal guardian for my special needs adult sister. She
resides with my family and I in Maricopa. She participated in the AFH program in Casa
Grande.”
Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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continued

Nick Myers
LD 12 (R)

1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home
and community services over
institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages
for community attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system

Joe Bisaccia
LD 12 (D)

DJ Rothans
LD 12 (D)

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Not sure – need
to learn more

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Not sure – need
Definitely
Definitely
to learn more
support
support
Not sure – need
Definitely
Will not support
to learn more
support
Not sure – need
6-Medicaid work requirements
Will not support Will not support
to learn more
7-Public schools (including charter)
Definitely
Definitely
Definitely
complying with federal access laws
support
support
support
8-Community-based, integrated
Not sure – need
Definitely
Definitely
employment
to learn more
support
support
9-Expand Employment First and
Not sure – need
Definitely
Definitely
phase out segregated programs
to learn more
support
support
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for Not sure – need
Strongly
Not sure – need
businesses
to learn more
disagree
to learn more
Not sure – need
Not sure – need
11-ADA notification procedures
Will not support
to learn more
to learn more
Not sure – need
Definitely
Definitely
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
to learn more
support
support
13-Prohibit insurance companies
Not sure – need
Definitely
Definitely
from denying coverage based on preto learn more
support
support
existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
Probably will
Definitely
Likely to
tenant applications based solely on
not support
support
support
income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact
Likely to
Definitely
Definitely
with individuals with disabilities
support
support
support
16-Ensure that all people feel safe,
Definitely
Definitely
Definitely
free of fears of deportation and splitting
support*
support
support
families
Q16 * N. Myers, “Assuming immigrants are legal.”
Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for home
and community services over
institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages
for community attendants

continued
Bob
Tonya
Jennifer
Karp
MacBeth
Samuels
LD 14 (D)
LD 15 (D)
LD 15 (D)
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Likely to
support

Definitely
support*

Likely to
Definitely
support
support*
Not sure 5-Medicaid block grants or per
Will not
need to learn
capita cap system
support*
more
Will not
Will not
6-Medicaid work requirements
support
support*
7-Public schools (including charter)
Definitely
Definitely
complying with federal access laws
support
support*
8-Community-based, integrated
Definitely
Definitely
employment
support
support*
9-Expand Employment First and
Likely to
Definitely
phase out segregated programs
support
support*
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
Strongly
Strongly
businesses
disagree
disagree*
Not sure Not sure 11-ADA notification procedures
need to learn need to learn
more
more*
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5
Likely to
Definitely
CILs
support
support*
13-Prohibit insurance companies
Definitely
Definitely
from denying coverage based on presupport
support*
existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
Probably will
Definitely
tenant applications based solely on
not support
support*
income source
15-Train law enforcement to interact
Definitely
Definitely
with individuals with disabilities
support
support*
16-Ensure that all people feel safe,
Definitely
Definitely
free of fears of deportation and
support
support*
splitting families

Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Not sure need to learn
more
Will not
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Disagree
Probably will
not support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Likely to
support
Likely to
support

Representative Candidates LD 14, 15, continued on next page 
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Comments: LD 14, 15

Q3
* T. MacBeth, “My first career was as an advocate for persons with Serious Mental
Illness and am now the Chair of the CHEEERS advisory board. Self-direction and
empowerment are crucial elements of a fulfilling life.”
Q4
* T. MacBeth, “I understand that there was a disconnect between funding and the
increased minimum wage when it first went into effect. Block grant funding is not
favored for state contracted services for this reason. Individual service codes must
keep up with the wage requirements.”
Q5
* T. MacBeth, “This type of funding tends to be for political gain and not for the
benefit of individual recipients. Innovation can be accomplished with separate grants.”
Q6
* T. MacBeth, “It’s a disconnect between the reasons for Medicaid, the services
available and the types of employment available in the community.”
Q7
* T. MacBeth, “The disrespect of students with special needs in some charter schools
is disheartening. The law must be enforced and the state must provide the services to
comply with the law.”
Q8
* T. MacBeth, “Community integration is beneficial to the individual and community
at large. Job coaching and supported community employment are underused tools for
integration.”
Q9
* T. MacBeth, “Ten years as an advocate and 8 years as a board member makes me
very serious about the need for opportunities for all members of the disability
community to move away from the remnants of institutionalized care into community
based services. This includes segregated employment.”
Q10
* T. MacBeth, “What? Anti-discrimination laws are not burdens.”
Representative Candidates LD 14, 15, continued on next page 
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continued

Comments: LD 14, 15

Q11
* T. MacBeth, “The Strojnik attorneys caused an unfortunate legislative and AG
response. Neither had the interests of the community as their focus. There must be a
better way to fix access issues without feeding the litigation mill. I recommend a
system where the AG must receive notice of violations with the business so that the
focus is fixing the problem and not settling with a lawyer.”
Q12
* T. MacBeth, “I continue to serve as the Chair of the advisory board for CHEEERS
recovery center, a peer-run mental health program. An important function of the board
is to make sure that the goals of the members (service recipients) are served in the
negotiations with the state contracting process- keeping self-direction as the focus.”
Q13
* T. MacBeth, “It’s one of my campaign components. The state has the means
through the Department of Insurance to protect us from this threat.
https://electmacbeth.com/updates/2018/5/2/fix-az-without-spending.”
Q14
* T. MacBeth, “It’s discrimination at its core.”
Q15
* T. MacBeth, “Police training is important. I support community service providers
participating in the training.”
Q16
* T. MacBeth, “Like schools, service providers should not be in the business of
immigration enforcement.”
Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Stephen
Sharon
Jennifer
Kridler
Stinard
Pawlik
LD 16 (R)
LD 16 (D)
LD 17 (D)
2-Office
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
3-Funding and frameworks for home and
Likely to
Definitely
Definitely
community services over institutional settings
support
support
support*
4-Medicaid funding for higher wages for
Not sure - need
Definitely
Definitely
community attendants
to learn more
support
support*
5-Medicaid block grants or per capita
Not sure - need
Not sure - need
Will not support
cap system
to learn more *
to learn more*
Not sure - need
Probably will
6-Medicaid work requirements
Will not support
to learn more *
not support*
7-Public schools (including charter) complying
Definitely
Definitely
Definitely
with federal access laws
support
support
support*
Definitely
Definitely
Definitely
8-Community-based, integrated employment
support
support
support*
9-Expand Employment First and phase out
Likely to
Likely to
Definitely
segregated programs
support
support
support
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens for
Strongly
Not sure - need
Disagree
businesses
disagree
to learn more*
Likely to
Not sure - need
11-ADA notification procedures
Will not support
support
to learn more*
Likely to
Likely to
Likely to
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5 CILs
support
support
support
13-Prohibit insurance companies from
Likely to
Definitely
Likely to
denying coverage based on pre-existing
support
support
support
conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying tenant
Not sure - need Not sure - need
Definitely
applications based solely on income source
to learn more to learn more
support*
15-Train law enforcement to interact with
Definitely
Definitely
Definitely
individuals with disabilities
support
support
support*
16-Ensure that all people feel safe, free of
Not sure - need
Definitely
Definitely
fears of deportation and splitting families
to learn more
support
support*
1-Name

Representative Candidates LD 16, 17, continued on next page 
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Comments: LD 16, 17

Q3
* J. Pawlik, “I absolutely support funding and framework that favors community
integration. I do not believe anyone should be discriminated against in regards to
where they choose to live, work, or participate in their community.”
Q4
* J. Pawlik, “It is critical that people who take care of others are paid a livable wage.
I voted in favor, and I would support funding increases for wage increases that may
help with the high turn-over and the shortage of attendants. I'm not sure if it is
related, but there are not enough residency spots for medical students in Arizona.
Those who leave our state to complete their residency programs, don't often return
upon their completion. This is another area that may have a large impact on the
disabled community if the number of residency opportunities are not increased.”
Q5
* S. Kridler, “I'll need to see numbers and projections before making decisions.”
* J. Pawlik, “I certainly need more information. After my very brief research, I am
concerned that both the block grant Medicaid spending and the per capita cap system
will negatively impact the people who rely on Medicaid for their care.”
Q6
* S. Kridler, “I'll need to see the data, as well as the wording of the implementation
plan before making a decision.”
* J. Pawlik, “There are so many unique situations. I am not comfortable with a
"blanket" statement that blocks low-income adults from receiving Medicaid coverage if
they are not working.”
Q7
* J. Pawlik, “As an educator, I believe this is very important. All schools that receive
public funding should provide full access to the curriculum. I believe that private
schools that serve students receiving ESA/Vouchers should have to comply with
federal laws as well-since the ESA is state funding. With that being said, I also feel
very strongly that teachers and other school staff are properly trained how to support
students with disabilities. Teachers require more training and information than is
provided in the IEP or 504. I did not have any Special Education courses in my
undergraduate coursework, yet I have had children with disabilities in my classroom
every year of my career.”
Representative Candidates LD 16, 17, continued on next page 
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Comments: LD 16, 17

Q8
* J. Pawlik, “As stated above, I do not believe that people should be discriminated
against in regards to work (among other things). All people should be eligible for a
competitive wage.”
Q10
* J. Pawlik, “I've attended a number of local chamber meetings where this issue has
been discussed from small business owners' perspectives. However, I have not had the
opportunity to to hear from the perspective of the people with disabilities. I don't think
it's fair to make a judgement without hearing from stakeholders on both sides of this
issue.”
Q11
* J. Pawlik, “Again, I need more information. Of course businesses should be
accessible to people with disabilities. I don't know how the law and consequences of
disregarding compliance is communicated to business owners. I think it is critical that
all stakeholders meet and listen to one another. Business owners shouldn't "wait and
see," but others shouldn't sue just because they can. Communication between parties
is a key factor that seems to be missing in the world in which we live.”
Q14
* J. Pawlik, “This issue is surely compounded by the lack of affordable housing units.
In my community many of the new builds are luxury apartments which do not help the
housing struggles people with disabilities, low-income families, and senior citizens
face.”
Q15
* J. Pawlik, “This is so important! Like I mentioned above in the education question,
law enforcement offices DO need to be trained with how to act appropriately with
different segments of the population to prevent unnecessary incarcerations and
injuries. It would be great if both parties worked together to build positive
relationships.”
Q16
* J. Pawlik, “People need to feel safe in their schools and communities. Families
should not be split apart.”

Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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Representative Candidates
1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for
home and community services
over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher
wages for community
attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including
charter) complying with federal
access laws
8-Community-based, integrated
employment
9-Expand Employment First and
phase out segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens
for businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5
CILs

continued

Denise (Mitzi)
Jennifer
LaDawn
Epstein
Jermaine
Stuben
LD 18 (D)
LD 18 (D)
LD 18 (D)
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Will not
support*
Will not
support*

Not sure - need
Will not support
to learn more*
Will not
Will not support
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*
Definitely
support
Strongly
disagree*
Not sure - need
to learn more*
Likely to
support*

Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Strongly
disagree*
Will not
support*
Definitely
support

Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Strongly
disagree

13-Prohibit insurance companies
Definitely
from denying coverage based on
support*
pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
Definitely
tenant applications based solely on
support*
income source
15-Train law enforcement to
Definitely
interact with individuals with
support
disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel
Not sure - need
safe, free of fears of deportation
to learn more*
and splitting families

Will not support
Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support
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Comments: LD 18

Q5
* M. Epstein, “Medicaid funding should be provided according to the current need, not
a block grant.”
* J. Jermaine, “I'm not sure I understand the question. Are you talking about the
federal block grant for Medicaid? Or blocking Medicaid from providing services to
patients that require more care? Medicaid is typically the only option for individuals
with chronic medical conditions or disabilities (high risk pools). I do not support any
type of arbitrary cap on Medicaid services.”
Q6
* M. Epstein, “Administrative bloat is generally a waste in any system. A monthly
check-in to verify that a Medicaid recipient is working creates a big administrative cost
for the system as well as for the recipient. For many people, AHCCCS helps them to
stay healthy enough to work. Taking healthcare coverage away would result in even
more unemployment for individuals, and for the state as a whole.”
* J. Jermaine, “My day job is as a contractor with AZDES Vocational Rehabilitation.
The problem with work requirements is that individuals with disabilities face
monumental barriers to entry with the workforce. It is not that they cannot or will not
work, it is that employers discriminate against them and will not hire them. In other
cases for non-disabled low income adults, there are childcare or eldercare issues that
make it not financially beneficial to work. I am firmly against any arbitrary
requirements or caps on Medicaid services.”
Q8
* M. Epstein, “In my last visit to the Tempe Center for Habilitation, I found their
programs to be remarkable and heartening. I favor helping more people to find their
own success with the support of programs to prepare them for work with job skills and
coaching.”
Q10
* M. Epstein, “We need the disability community to speak up and I am listening about
interactions in public businesses. However, we also need recognition that brand new,
very small business owners -- such as one woman providing piano lessons -- may
need extra time and help to learn the requirements of the AzDA, and other laws about
disabilities.”
* J. Jermaine, “Businesses have had almost three decades to comply with the ADA
over 20 years to comply with the AzDA. They do not need any more time to comply.”
Representative Candidates LD 18, continued on next page 
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Q11
* M. Epstein, “Large companies that have been in business for years have no
excuses. They simply need to conform to the law and conform now. However, a very
new, very small business deserves some help and support in learning and figuring out
how to comply with the law. I have not answered the question because I'm not sure
what you mean. I support a reasonable notification process for smaller businesses, and
a no-nonsense enforcement policy to "fix it now" for large companies like Target. This
issue requires all sides to come to the table and explain their perspectives, if we are to
get to the best solution.”
* J. Jermaine, “Businesses have had almost three decades to comply with the ADA
over 20 years to comply with the AzDA. They do not need any more time to comply.”
Q12
* M. Epstein, “Sounds like a great program that I would very likely support, but the
term is new to me. I want to learn more.”
Q13
* M. Epstein, “Insurance companies should not be allowed to deny coverage to
people with pre-existing conditions.”
* J. Jermaine, “As someone with a pre-existing condition, this is personal. Prior to
the ACA it was impossible for someone like me to get private insurance. I do not want
to see us return to that standard.”
Q14
* M. Epstein, “That should already be the law. Discrimination based on disability in
housing is wrong.”
Q16
* M. Epstein, “I'm not sure which policies you mean. Families should be together.
DACA kids are our kids. Dreamers who have disabilities should have access to support
systems for their disability the same as citizens.”
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Representative Candidates
1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for
home and community services
over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher
wages for community
attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including
charter) complying with federal
access laws
8-Community-based, integrated
employment
9-Expand Employment First and
phase out segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens
for businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5
CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies
from denying coverage based on
pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
tenant applications based solely on
income source
15-Train law enforcement to
interact with individuals with
disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel
safe, free of fears of deportation
and splitting families

continued

Dan
Hazel
Chris
Anderson
Chandler
Gilfillan
LD 20 (D)
LD 20 (D)
LD 20 (D)
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Not sure – need
Will not support
to learn more*
Will not
Will not support
Will not support
support*
Will not support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Strongly
disagree

Definitely
support*
Definitely
support*
Not sure – need
to learn more*
Probably will
Will not support
not support*
Definitely
Definitely
support
support*

Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Definitely
support
Strongly
disagree
Definitely
support*
Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Likely to support

Definitely
support
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Q3
* H. Chandler, “Home and community services are a cost effective solution that
enhances quality of life.”
Q4
* H. Chandler, “This is a cost effective solution.”
Q5
* H. Chandler, “I would need to study this issue. I probably would not support, but if
elected I would convene a group of stakeholders and other interested parties to fully
understand the issues.”
Q6
* H. Chandler, “Work requirements impact the people that need the support the
most.”
Q7
* H. Chandler, “Giving students with disabilities quality education is a high priority for
me. We must hold all public schools including charters accountable to provide quality
services to students with disabilities.”
Q8
* H. Chandler, “People that work should earn a competitive wage. I would support
efforts to move from sheltered workshops to find community-based employment and
the opportunity to make a livable wage.”
Q9
* H. Chandler, “Budget cuts over the past few years have impacted programs serving
people with disabilities. I would take a close look at the existing program and help
develop a plan to provide greater employment opportunities for disabilities.”
Q10
* H. Chandler, “I have not kept up on this issues in the last few years. This is a
complicated issue that needs careful consideration. We need to provide protections for
people with disabilities while providing a supportive business environment. I would not
support lowering requirements for the AzDA. We need to look at how we can assist our
business community to meet the need of people living with disabilities.”
Representative Candidates LD 20, continued on next page 
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Q11
* H. Chandler, “I would need to carefully consider all of the laws and the
implementation process. I would not support that allows business to wait and see,
rather than complex with the ADA.”
* C. Gilfillan, “I do want to make sure I understand the question: You're asking
whether I agree with the ADA's ability to quickly notify businesses about noncompliance with the ADA and also puts the onus on the business to comply? I agree
with that, rather than a "wait and see" approach.”
Q12
* H. Chandler, “This is a really important program that leads to greater selfsufficiency for people with disabled.”
Q13
* H. Chandler, “Every person deserves to have quality healthcare. We cannot go back
to a time when we discriminate due to pre-existing conditions.”
Q15
* D. Anderson, “I have a nonverbal special needs adult daughter.”
* H. Chandler, “This is extremely important.”
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Representative Candidates
1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for
home and community services
over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher
wages for community
attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including
charter) complying with federal
access laws
8-Community-based, integrated
employment
9-Expand Employment First and
phase out segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens
for businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5
CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies
from denying coverage based on
pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
tenant applications based solely on
income source
15-Train law enforcement to
interact with individuals with
disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel
safe, free of fears of deportation
and splitting families

continued

Kevin
Bradley
Eric
Payne
Hughes
Kurland
LD 21 (R)
LD 21 (D)
LD 23 (D)
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Definitely
support

Likely to
support*

Likely to support

Likely to
support

Definitely
support*

Likely to support

Not sure – need
to learn more
Likely to
support

Will not
support*
Will not
support*

Probably will
not support
Probably will
not support

Likely to
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Likely to
support

Likely to
support*

Likely to support

Likely to
support

Not sure – need
to learn more
Likely to
support

Likely to
support*
Strongly
disagree
Probably will
not support*
Likely to
support*

Likely to
support

Definitely
support*

Likely to support

Likely to
support

Likely to
support*

Definitely
support

Likely to
support

Likely to
support*

Likely to support

Probably will
not support

Likely to
support*

Likely to support

Disagree

Likely to support
Disagree
Probably will
not support
Not sure – need
to learn more
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Comments: LD 21, 23

Q3
* B. Hughes, “I see many patients with disabilities who live in group homes or at
home with caregivers. Unfortunately it is often not financially feasible for these
individuals to remain at home. We should be exploring ways to support in-home care
(including help with activities of daily living, not just skilled nursing care), respite care,
and make it more practical for loved ones to dedicate the time needed to care for
loved ones.”
Q4
* B. Hughes, “Medicaid funding is a central part of my campaign. There are also some
intriguing ideas floating around involving economic incentives for people to volunteer
their time caring for those with disabilities and seniors. For many of the patients I see,
having someone to converse with or help with things around the house is just as
important as their medical care.”
Q5
* B. Hughes, “AHCCCS is already a very efficient and popular program in Arizona. We
should be looking for ways to improve and expand upon that success, not ways to
restrict it. Limiting and restricting benefits for no reason will only lead to more chronic
illnesses and more ER visits.”
Q6
* B. Hughes, “We already have the data showing this is not helpful. You can't tell
people to just not be sick because they aren't jumping through this hoop or that hoop.
They will still need care and will seek it via the ER, which we all still end up paying for.
This policy also perpetuates the myth that medicaid recipients are somehow lazy and
intentionally not working. It also adds additional administrative costs to enforce the
rule and gives these administrators the power to determine what the definition of
"able-bodied" is and who fits in that definition.”
Q7
* B. Hughes, “This is already the law, but our legislature has refused to enforce
proper oversight and accountability. Thankfully, other organizations have reviewed this
issue and found the vast majority of charter schools were violating the law in order to
discourage parents from enrolling their child with a disability. We should not have to
rely on public shaming to get schools to follow the law.”
Q8
* B. Hughes, “I am not familiar with these specific policies, so I would need more
information before giving it full support. But I do support any initiative that encourages
individuals to reach their full potential and be treated fairly.”
Representative Candidates LD 21, 23 continued on next page 
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Q9
* B. Hughes, “Again, I would need to review specific details, but I do support the
general principle.”
Q11
* B. Hughes, “We should not be making it harder for individuals to ask a business to
comply with the law.”
Q12
* B. Hughes, “I am always open to funding good ideas that improve the lives of
Arizonans. Our legislature has slashed our state revenue and then use this as a
convenient excuse to not fund items they don't view as important. The truth is there is
plenty of wealth and revenue in our state to fund items like this.”
Q13
* B. Hughes, “This is something that we must protect. We cannot go back to the days
where certain individuals simply couldn't get coverage or were charged ridiculous
amounts for their coverage.”
Q14
* B. Hughes, “I do not see a compelling argument on why the source of someone's
income should be a consideration. If anything, these income sources are far more
reliable long-term than other forms of income and should make tenant's more
desirable to landlords, not less.”
Q15
* B. Hughes, “This is something that has been taking place within the Peoria Police
Department and I fully support it. Officers should be trained in how to interact with all
members of their communities. This is not just for the safety of those with disabilities,
but I cannot imagine the emotional impact on an officer who unintentionally injures
someone just because they were unaware of their disability. It protects all parties
involved.”
Q16
* B. Hughes, “We should not be separating families, especially when there is a family
member with a disability.”
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Representative Candidates
1-Name
2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for
home and community services
over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher
wages for community
attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including
charter) complying with federal
access laws
8-Community-based, integrated
employment
9-Expand Employment First and
phase out segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens
for businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5
CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies
from denying coverage based on
pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
tenant applications based solely on
income source
15-Train law enforcement to
interact with individuals with
disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel
safe, free of fears of deportation
and splitting families

continued

Ken
Denise
Jennifer
Clark
Link
Longdon
LD 24 (D)
LD 24 (D)
LD 24 (D)
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Likely to
support
Probably will
not support

Will not
support*
Will not
support*

Will not
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Disagree

Disagree*

Likely to
support
Definitely
support

Will not
support*
Definitely
support

Definitely
support
Strongly
disagree*
Will not
support*
Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Will not support
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Q3
* D. Link, “As a healthcare professional, I have long been a supporter of increased
community and home-based services for those that want to manage their care and
health needs in that way. Many people prefer to live in their own residences for as long
as possible and could do that with adequate, affordable support services. In many
cases, this approach is also safer, more responsive to individual needs and
preferences, and more cost effective than institutional settings.”
* J. Longdon, “I am a person with a disability. I am an advocate for PWD. I support
full community integration and the supports to make that happen. I support the DIA.”
Q4
* D. Link, “Many families are struggling to find and pay for safe, quality care for
themselves or a loved one. There are families that could provide a safe, loving
environment in collaboration with a skilled home health assistant on a part-time or full
time basis. A living wage for those who are willing to be educated to provide that
support would encourage more people to choose that career.”
* J. Longdon, “Personal care attendants are underpaid. I support a living wage for all
workers.”
Q5
* D. Link, “Because the funds are fixed, block grant funding for services to low income
people put those critical services at risk for being cut if the funding allotment is
insufficient to meet the need for services, as is often the case. The "flexibility" touted
to support block funding translates to flexibity in choosing which programs to
discontinue.”
* J. Longdon, “I will fight block granting Medicaid and per capita caps with everything
I have.”
Q6
* D. Link, “Most people who are on AHCCCS are working poor. Those who are not
working are either unable to work because there is no one to care for their children, or
would be at risk of losing some or all of their health benefits if they accepted a job.
Low wage jobs or part-time work would not be sufficient to make up for the loss of
AHCCCS and therefore will not achieve the objective of "lifitng people out of poverty".
This approach also perpetuates the myth that people who are on AHCCCS are mostly
able-bodied adults that are simply lazy or need to "try harder" to support themselves.”
Q7
* D. Link, “All of our children deserve a quality education in a way that fits their
learning needs and learning style.”
* J. Longdon, “I believe in full integration. Students with disabilities should have the
same access to opportunity as any other student.”
Representative Candidates LD 24, continued on next page 
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Q8
* D. Link, “I think that the system exploits people with disabilities in terms of what
they are paid for the work they are doing and the revenue that the employers gain
from their effort.”
* J. Longdon, “Everyone who works should earn a living wage.”
Q10
* D. Link, “As in other costs that businesses incur when they take on employees, the
prospective employer should factor that in to the cost of doing business and not expect
the employee to be responsible for those costs. Businesses benefit from the sales or
use of their services by all segments of society and should be ready to hire and
support a diverse workforce that reflects the people living in their communities.”
* J. Longdon, “I do not favor ADA notification laws either.”
Q11
* D. Link, “Compliance with ADA should be universal and required within a reasonable
time frame from the time that a regulation changes or the business has been put on
notice of a need to comply. It is the responsibility of the business owner to know and
comply with all laws pertaining to their facility and employment policies- ADA should
be no different.”
* J. Longdon, “Rather than set barriers to accessibility, we should work with small
businesses to create greater access so they can capture this market share. I would
favor block grants that would allow business owners to fund access compliance.”
Q12
* J. Longdon, “In full disclosure, I work at a CIL and, at one time, Chaired the
AZSILC. I fully support CILs.”
Q13
* J. Longdon, “I worked to help pass the ACA in part because of the protections it
offers on pre-existing conditions.”
Q14
* D. Link, “In addition, I support a requirement for all new multifamily construction to
designate a percentage of the units for low income tenants who are eligible for rental
subsidies.”
Q15
* D. Link, “I think that there is a need for training for law enforcement personnel on a
variety of situations, particularly in the area of de-escalation of situations and less
reliance on deadly force.”
* J. Longdon, “I helped create and chaired the first Phoenix Police Citizens' Crossdisability Advisory Board. I have worked on community policing in Phoenix and have
specifically addressed this issue in training sessions at the Police Academy.”
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2-Office
3-Funding and frameworks for
home and community services
over institutional settings
4-Medicaid funding for higher
wages for community
attendants
5-Medicaid block grants or per
capita cap system
6-Medicaid work requirements
7-Public schools (including
charter) complying with federal
access laws
8-Community-based, integrated
employment
9-Expand Employment First and
phase out segregated programs
10-AzDA creates unfair burdens
for businesses
11-ADA notification procedures
12-Additional funding for AZ’s 5
CILs
13-Prohibit insurance companies
from denying coverage based on
pre-existing conditions
14-Forbid landlords from denying
tenant applications based solely on
income source
15-Train law enforcement to
interact with individuals with
disabilities
16-Ensure that all people feel
safe, free of fears of deportation
and splitting families

continued

Athena
Talonya
Bill
Salman
Adams
Brotherton
LD 26 (D)
LD 27 (D)
LD 30 (D)
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Will not
support*
Will not
support*

Will not
support*
Probably will
not support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Likely to
support
Strongly
disagree

Definitely
support

Definitely
support

Disagree*

Disagree*
Probably will
not support

Definitely
support

Will not
support*
Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Likely to
support

Definitely
support*

Likely to
support*

Definitely
support

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support*

Definitely
support

Likely to
support

Likely to
support*

Will not support
Will not support

Will not support

Likely to support
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Comments: LD 26, 27, 30

Q3
* T. Adams, “Excellent question. Growing up, my family was comprised of a single
mother and five girls, which included my disabled sister, Donella. Early in her
childhood, Donella was diagnosed with cerebral palsy and spent her childhood with us,
at home, in public school and out in the community pre-1990 ADA enactment, despite
several doctors recommendations that she be institutionalized. As a result, we spent a
significant portion of our lives in and serving the disabled community. My mother had
limited knowledge of resources available to her to assist with my sister, economically,
assistive resources or otherwise. It was only after I entered high school that my sister
began receiving DDD related services. I fully support funding and frameworks that
favor home and community services over institutes settings, including outreach and
engagement with qualifying families. Nearly forty years later, Donella remains at home
with my mother living a vibrant, healthy and joyful life. In 2003, my mother pursued
her passion to create a home health care business services to better serve the disabled
and elderly community, in their homes. Community integration and independent living
in a home setting increases healthy outcomes, is economically efficient and enriches
the quality of long-term care individuals lives.”
* B. Brotherton, “I think it is very important that people with disabilities be given the
option of remaining in their home and community setting. If chosen, this option
greatly enhances quality of life.”
Q4
* T. Adams, “Yes, I definitely support adequate Medicaid funding to meet the need for
higher wages. Health care providers offer vital services in a challenging role. From a
business owner perspective, small businesses that provide health care services to
elderly and people with disabilities in their homes has become increasing challenging
due to low margins, the impact of increase in minimum wage, unreimbursed 1.5 overtime requirements, mandatory sick leave, after years of service rate freezes, lack
inflationary raises, and increases in regulatory compliance requirements. Community
attendant and direct support professionals deserve a living wage, assistance with initial
credential requirements (fingerprint clearance card, First-Aid, CPR, Direct Care and
Article 9 training expenses), health care insurance, sick-leave and over-time pay and I
support the exploration and implementation of viable ways to increase funding and
wages and benefits of both the employers and employees that server Arizona's elderly
and disabled community.”
Representative Candidates LD 26, 27, 30 continued on next page 
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Q4 continued
* B. Brotherton, “Unfortunately this is another area in our society where people who
do critical work are not adequately compensated. Those of us who have had home care
workers caring for our loved ones know the level of care and commitment it takes to
do such work. We must make sure those who chose this field receive proper
compensation.”
Q5
* T. Adams, “I do not support the American Health Care Act, or other state or federal
programs that seek to reduce, eliminate or jeopardize predictable health care access,
continuity of health care or increase fiscal burden to the most vulnerable members of
our society. I will advocate and fight for the continuation of the jointly finance, openended shared federal and state responsibility model. Arizona's senior and disabled
Medicare and Medicaid enrollees, nor the state, are positioned to take on the
anticipated or unanticipated fiscal implications of a per capita cap system.”
* B. Brotherton, “Frankly I don't trust the Republicans in the Legislature or the
Governor when it comes to use of these funds. Additionally, I believe that this type of
funding mechanism is just another way to short change those who depend on this
funding.”
Q6
* T. Adams, “I do not support unfunded, work requirements for Medicaid recipients. I
believe all Arizona's should seek the highest level of potential possible. As such, I
support work training, educational, skill building activities that assists and increase the
probability that eligible Medicaid recipients can receive work. However, I cannot
support work as a ultimatum and/or contingency for Medicaid coverage or continuity of
coverage for eligible mental health and health care.”
* B. Brotherton, “The proposals I have heard thus far I cannot support but that isn't
to say I couldn't support some version of this. But if we are going to require work,
then we need to make sure recipients have adequate support in other areas such as
child care, etc.”
Q7
* T. Adams, “Yes. Growing up, in the pre-American Disabilities Act era, disabled sister
Donella, attended public school in a trailer, where she sat in the corner all day. I
strongly believe any and all schools that are recipient of public funding, should be
regulated in parity with federal and state laws, fiscal reporting, teaching and learning
metrics and be accessible and open to all of Arizona's children.”
* B. Brotherton, “EVERY school should be in compliance with the applicable law.”
Representative Candidates LD 26, 27, 30 continued on next page 
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Comments: LD 26, 27, 30

Q8
* T. Adams, “Yes. I strongly support, community-based, integrated employment and
believe the inclusion and equitable treatment of all employees contributes to a better
Arizona.”
Q10
* T. Adams, “Disagree, the Arizonans with Disabilities Act law prohibits discriminatory
acts against people with disabilities by private businesses that serve the public. I
support equal treatment, accessibility compliance, effective communication and
reasonable removal of barriers to entry for businesses that serve the public.”
* B. Brotherton, “Any law of this nature creates "burdens" on business but that is
true of many other laws such as those addressing safe workplaces or environmental
issues. I don't think these "burdens" are unfair.”
Q11
* T. Adams, “Under the ADA, disabled plaintiffs are not eligible to seek damages for
civil rights violations. I do not support federal or state policies that people with
disabilities provide advance notice to business owners before they file a lawsuit. Such
"advance notification" shifts the burden from non-compliant business owners that
know or should know the law regarding reasonable accommodations and ADA
compliance.”
Q12
* T. Adams, “Yes. I would like to learn more and possibly tour a CIL.”
Q13
* T. Adams, “Access to affordable, quality health care, the protection, continuity and
expansion of health care is a top priority for me. Therefore, I support legislation
prohibiting insurance companies conducting business in Arizona from denying coverage
to people with pre-existing conditions.”
Q14
* T. Adams, “As a landlord, I support forbidding landlords from denying tenants
applications solely based on the source of a tenant's legal income or category of
income.”
* B. Brotherton, “I believe this sort of discrimination is based on a false premise that
tenants with rental subsidies present problems that other tenants don't. Legislation
and accurate information is needed to combat this.”
Representative Candidates LD 26, 27, 30 continued on next page 
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continued

Comments: LD 26, 27, 30

Q15
* T. Adams, “Yes, I strongly support disability training for public safety officers,
beyond law enforcement. Including but not limited to, effective ways to identify and
communicate with individuals with disabilities and effective means to communicate
with caregivers that are transporting disabled individuals. I am aware of several
instances where individuals with non-mobile loved-ones or clients have been pulled
over by law enforcement for a routine traffic stop and then asked to step out of the
vehicle, disallowing explanation to the disabled loved one and/or client and in a hot car
with the vehicle turned off.”
* B. Brotherton, “I have several police officers in my family and I know the police
often feel they are not properly equipped to deal with individuals with disabilities
increasing the chance for a tragic result when interactions between police and these
individuals occur. This issue needs to be addressed.”
Q16
* B. Brotherton, “I agree that people accessing support and services shouldn't be
threatened. However I am not sure what "policies and initiatives" we can do on a state
level that would make undocumented individuals "feel safe" or "free of fears". Federal
law is not something I could change as a state representative so without a change in
federal law these individuals will always live in some state of anxiety or fear about
their futures in this country. I am certainly open to learning about the mentioned
"policies and initiatives" though and support them if they help reduce barriers.”
Representative Candidates continued on next page 
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No Response to Survey

The following Representative candidates did not complete the survey:
Noel Campbell, LD 1, (R)

Pablo Correa, LD 8, (D)

Jodi Rooney, LD 1, (R)

Linda Gross, LD 8, (D)

David Stringer, LD 1, (R)

Ana Henderson, LD 9, (R)

Jan Manolis, LD 1, (D)

Randy Friese, LD 9, (D)

John Ackerley, LD 2, (R)

Todd Clodfelter, LD 10, (R)

Daniel Hernandez, LD 2, (D)

Domingo DeGrazia, LD 10, (D)

Olivia Cajero Bedford, LD 3, (D)

Nikki Lee, LD 10, (D)

Alma Hernandez, LD 3, (D)

Mark Finchem, LD 11, (R)

Beryl Baker, LD 3, (G)

Howell Jones, LD 11, (R)**

Charlene Fernandez, LD 4, (D)

Bret Roberts, LD 11, (R)

Geraldine Peten, LD 4, (D)

Barry McCain, LD 11, (D)

Sara Mae Williams, LD 4, (G)

Travis Grantham, LD 12, (R)

Leo Biasiucci, LD 5, (R)

Warren Petersen, LD 12, (R)

Regina Cobb, LD 5, (R)

Blake Sacha, LD 12, (R)

Jennifer Jones-Esposito, LD 5, (R)**

Lynsey Robinson, LD 12, (D)

Paul Mosley, LD 5, (R)

Tim Dunn, LD 13, (R)

Mary McCord Robinson, LD 5, (D)

Darin Mitchell, LD 13, (R)

Walter Blackman, LD 6, (R)

JoAnne Osborne, LD 13, (R)

Stuart McDaniel, LD 6, (R)

Trey Terry, LD 13, (R)**

Bob Thorpe, LD 6, (R)

Thomas Tzitzura, LD 13, (D)

Felicia French, LD 6, (D)

Gail Griffin, LD 14, (R)

Bob Tyler, LD 6, (D)

Becky Nutt, LD 14, (R)

Doyel Shamley, LD 7, (R)

Shelley Renne-Leon, LD 14, (D)

Arlando Teller, LD 7, (D)

John Allen, LD 15, (R)

Myron Tsosie, LD 7, (D)

Nancy Barto, LD 15, (R)

David Cook, LD 8, (R)

Julie Gunnigle, LD 15, (D)

Thomas (TJ) Shope, LD 8, (R)

John Fillmore, LD 16, (R)*

Carmen Casillas, LD 8, (D)**
Representative Candidates with no response continued on next page 
*

Candidate opted out of this and any future surveys from collector.

** Candidate does not have published email address.
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Lisa Godzich, LD 16, (R)
Tara Phelps, LD 16, (R)
Kelly Townsend, LD 16, (R)
Nora Ellen, LD 17, (R)
Jeff Weninger, LD 17, (R)
Julie Willoughby, LD 17, (R)
Don Hawker, LD 18, (R)
Jill Norgaard, LD 18, (R)
Greg Patterson, LD 18, (R)
Farhana Shifa, LD 18, (R)
Devin Del Palacio, LD 19, (D)
Diego Espinoza, LD 19, (D)
Lorenzo Sierra, LD 19, (D)
Shawnna Bolick, LD 20, (R)
Anthony Kern, LD 20, (R)
Patrick Church, LD 20, (D)
Tony Rivero, LD 21, (R)**
Gilbert Romero, LD 21, (D)**
Matt Bullock, LD 22, (R)
Frank Carroll, LD 22, (R)
John Heep, LD 22, (R)
Ben Toma, LD 22, (R)
Valerie Harris, LD 22, (D)
Teri Sarmiento, LD 22, (D)
John Kavanagh, LD 23, (R)

continued

No Response to Survey

Jay Lawrence, LD 23, (R)
David Alger, Sr., LD 24, (R)
Fred Dominguez, LD 24, (D)**
Marcus Ferrell, LD 24, (D)
John Glenn, LD 24, (D)
Amish Shah, LD 24, (D)
Russell Bowers, LD 25, (R)
Marlene Hinton, LD 25, (R)
Michelle Udall, LD 25, (R)
Johnny Martin, LD 25, (D)
Raymond Speakman, LD 26, (R)
Isela Blanc, LD 26, (D)
Reginald Bolding, LD 27, (D)
Diego Rodriguez, LD 27, (D)**
Roberto Sanchez Garcia, LD 27, (D)
Kathy Pappas Petsas, LD 28, (R)
Maria Syms, LD 28, (R)
Kelli Butler, LD 28, (D)
Aaron Lieberman, LD 28, (D)
Richard Andrade, LD 29, (D)**
Cesar Chavez, LD 29, (D)
Gary Spears, LD 30, (R)
Alejandro Larios, LD 30, (D)
Robert Meza, LD 30, (D)
Raquel Teran, LD 30, (D)

** Candidate does not have published email address.
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